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S U M M A R Y
We present a comparison of the vertical displacement monitored by independent techniques
at the geodetic observatory of Grasse (France). Both Satellite Laser Ranging and Global
Positioning System (GPS) vertical position time-series over the period 1998–2003 show a
prominent annual signal with a magnitude of 5–6 mm and reaching a maximum every year
in July. Results from 14 absolute gravity measurements are also discussed. We investigate the
possible origin of the observed signal by comparing it with predictions from various local
and regional contributions. GPS results from a local network indicate that the periodic annual
elastic deformation of the ∼1270 m high karstic plateau due to local water storage loading does
not exceed 1–2 mm. In contrast, a combination of global model prediction for atmospheric and
hydrological loading explains more than 70 per cent of the annual and semi-annual observed
signals.

Key words: crustal deformation, geodynamics, Global Positioning System (GPS), gravity,
satellite geodesy, Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR).

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

Precisely monitoring the temporal variations of the vertical position

of geodetic stations is becoming more and more important for study-

ing tectonic crustal deformation, glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA),

sea-level changes, mass loading effects (atmospheric, oceanic, or

hydrological) and for terrestrial reference frame realization. The

continuous mass redistribution of atmosphere and water (ocean,

continental water such as surface and ground water, snow and soil

moisture) induces time variations in the gravity field and elastic de-

formations of the solid earth, primarily in the radial direction. In

the past years, these loading phenomena have been recognized as

having a major contribution to the Earth’s surface vertical motion

and the IERS (International Earth Rotation and Reference System

Service) recently established a Special Bureau for Loading (SBL) to

provide consistent and reliable models of surface mass loading ef-

fects (van Dam et al. 2002). Accurate monitoring of geodetic height

changes allows us to (1) investigate geophysical processes and (2)

to validate and improve loading models. Moreover, the study of the

temporal stability of the geodetic sites is of great importance for the

new representation of the terrestrial reference frame. Indeed, up to

now, reference frame realizations are based on set of reference sites

having a simple linear time evolution (Altamimi et al. 2002) that do

not correctly describe the true site motion.

The accuracy achieved by geodetic techniques now enables us to

detect new deformation modes of the Earth (Blewitt et al. 2001)

and to monitor ground deformations and signals related to global,

regional and local environmental effects. Unfortunately, vertical mo-

tions of the Earth’s crust are usually smaller than horizontal ones.

In addition, the vertical positions of geodetic stations are usually

less precisely determined than their horizontal components. The

main reason is the difficulty to accurately model the propagation of

the electromagnetic waves through the atmosphere, which directly

contaminate the vertical position estimates. However, significant

progress has been made in the last years for all geodetic position-

ing techniques—Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR), Global Positioning

System (GPS), and Doppler Orbitography and Radiopositioning In-

tegrated by Satellite (DORIS)—in terms of their technical features

(e.g. better antenna phase centre calibration, Rothacher & Mader

2003) as well as improved data processing techniques (models of

satellite, of orbit perturbation, tropospheric zenith delay models,

of the Earth . . .). As a consequence of these advancements, shorter
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observation spans are required to derive an accurate estimate of the

vertical component, thus, allowing us to better monitor geodynamic

phenomena over a wide range of frequencies. Among the geodetic

techniques, the SLR technique is well suited to accurately determine

the vertical component (Degnan 1993). Indeed, the SLR technique

offers the advantage of being based on simple and unambiguous

range observables, which are insensitive to the ionosphere and less

sensitive to the propagation delays introduced by the wet tropo-

sphere. However, time-dependent displacements of stations usually

have magnitude close to the accuracy of each individual technique,

and it still remains a challenge to separate the true geophysical mo-

tion from possible artefacts inherent to each measurement system.

Comparison of different techniques is, therefore, required to detect

any systematic effect induced by an individual technique and extract

reliably the true geophysical signal.

The OCA (Observatoire de la Côte d’Azur) fundamental geodetic

station is located at Grasse (France) in the southern Western Alps on

a ∼1270 m high karstic plateau. It is one of the few geodetic observa-

tories operating several collocated space geodetic techniques con-

tinuously and offering long time-series. Moreover, absolute grav-

ity (AG) measurements have been performed there regularly since

1998. The purpose of this study is to monitor the vertical displace-

ments of the Grasse observatory. We take advantage of the avail-

ability of three independent geodetic monitoring techniques (SLR,

GPS and AG) which are colocated there and whose observations

span the 1998–2003 period. We attempt to understand the origin of

the seasonal signals observed in the geodetic measurements. Ulti-

mately, this will allow us to improve the vertical reference frame

and to check the reliability of the vertical reference. The study of

the stability of this reference point is of great importance for all

the geodetic communities and for all the scientific applications us-

ing the terrestrial reference frame. Moreover, comparing different

space and ground-based collocated geodetic techniques enables one

to understand the possible bias affecting each technique and to ex-

tract with reliability the geodynamical signal fully exploiting the

potential of each individual technique.

The data and the methodology used for the time-series processing

are first summarized. The results are then shown and discussed,

paying particular attention to the interpretation of the time-series in

terms of geophysical origin of the annual and semi-annual signals.

2 DATA S E T S

2.1 Satellite Laser Ranging time-series

The 5 yr of SLR positioning time-series are computed from tracking

data acquired on the LAGEOS-1 and LAGEOS-2 satellites. Though

the international SLR network tracks a large diversity of satellites,

precise laser station coordinates are almost exclusively based on

LAGEOS satellite data. Indeed, their high altitude (6000 km) gives

them a particular role for the station positioning determination

thanks to their quite stable trajectories and high precision orbit

computation.

Our analysis is based on a semi-dynamic approach. In the first

step, we computed global 10 d arcs of reference orbits with the

GINS software (CNES, France) using the dynamical equations

of the satellite movement. In a second step, we used a short-

arc method to estimate empirical local geometrical correction of

these orbits. To ensure the quality of these orbit computations, we

only used data from a subnetwork composed of a representative

subset of 11 SLR stations (see Fig. 1a). These fiducial stations

were selected for their high accuracy according to the quarterly

reports provided by the ILRS (International Laser Ranging Service,

http://ilrs.gsfc.nasa.gov/). Moreover, this subset is a realization of a

good geometry for SLR over the Earth’s surface (three in Europe,

three in the USA, two in Australia, one in South Africa, one at

Hawaii and one in South America; see Fig. 1a). The Grasse OCA

station data are not included in the orbit determination. The global

LAGEOS orbit precision (mean rms) is between 12 and 23 mm for

all the 10 d arcs used in this study. The mean residual over the whole

period for the Grasse station is 4.9 mm for the LAGEOS-1 satellite

and 6.4 mm for the LAGEOS-2 satellite, and so 5.7 mm for both

satellites. We then use the reference orbits to determine the Grasse

station coordinates every 30 d. According to our tests, 30 d is found

to be the best trade-off ensuring a sufficient number of data to allow

us to decorrelate each coordinate component while maintaining the

best temporal resolution. The coordinate estimation is performed

through a classical least-squares method from combined normal

equations of the two LAGEOS satellites. We compute coordinate

residuals with respect to the ITRF2000 (Altamimi et al. 2002) ref-

erence frame used as the a priori solution. The models included in

the analysis are the GRIM5-S1 (Biancale et al. 2000) gravity field

and the IERS96 Conventions (McCarthy 1996) for solid earth tides

(elastic case) and Wahr (1985) solid-earth pole tide model. It should

be emphasized that no loading effects have been included in the SLR

analysis.

These time-series span the 1997 October–2002 October period.

The typical formal uncertainty (1σ ) of the vertical component is

2 mm.

2.2 Global Positioning System time-series

To compute the GPS time-series, we used the global weekly com-

bined position solutions provided by CODE (Centre for Orbit Deter-

mination in Europe) analysis centre in the frame of the IGS (Interna-

tional GPS Service). Details regarding the data processing strategy

used are given in the CODE analysis reports to the International

Service for Geodynamics to which the reader is referred (Rothacher

et al. 1998); (Hugentobler et al. 1999, 2000, 2002). The network

analysed is shown in Fig. 1(b). Zenithal delay corrections are esti-

mated every 2 hr using the wet-Niell mapping function (Niell 1996).

One N–S and one E–W horizontal delay parameter per day for each

station is solved for. No constraint is applied on either the zenith or

the gradient parameters. Solid earth displacement corrections are

applied using the complete model from the IERS Conventions 1996

(McCarthy 1996) and ocean tides effects are corrected according to

the model of Scherneck (1991). As with the SLR data processing,

atmospheric, non-tidal ocean and hydrological loading are not taken

into account in the GPS analysis.

We include solutions spanning the period 1998 January–2003

September. We first remove the reference frame constraints applied

to the weekly CODE solution and then we combine the uncon-

strained weekly solution using the CatRef software (Altamimi et al.
2002). Simultaneously, we solve for any offset in the time-series.

Minimal constraints on the global network are applied in order to

express our time-series in the ITRF2000 (Nocquet & Calais 2003).

The typical standard deviation on the vertical component is 4 mm

(1 sigma level) while the short-term repeatability (calculated over

7 d) is 6 mm. We chose to use a global solution rather than a re-

gional solution for several reasons: (1) Using a regional network

would imply the use of a regional implementation of the refer-

ence frame. Since the ITRF realizations so far only include a linear
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Grasse vertical positioning and absolute gravity 1129

Figure 1. Networks used in the positioning time-series computation for (a) SLR and (b) GPS.

model (position given at a reference epoch and the associate veloc-

ity), the reference frame implementation would absorb any large-

scale motion. A regional implementation is, therefore, equivalent

to a regional spatial filter (Williams et al. 2004). (2) Tregoning &

van Dam (2005) have recently shown that a reference frame im-

plementation through seven parameters transformation could in-

duce important biases in the vertical for regional networks. (3)

Vertical SLR position time-series are calculated in a global refer-

ence frame implemented through the orbits. Any rigorous compar-

ison of the GPS and SLR techniques requires a common reference

frame.

2.3 Absolute gravity measurements

Since 1998, 14 campaigns of AG measurements have been per-

formed at the OCA using FG5 absolute gravimeters operated by

two different teams: FG5#206 for the EOST (Ecole et Observatoire

des Sciences de la Terre), Strasbourg (France) and FG5#202 for the

Royal Observatory of Belgium (ROB). Incidentally, the Grasse ob-

servatory is one of the French reference points used to check the

calibration of relative spring gravimeters.

The FG5 AG measurements usually consist of one set per hour

with the average of several sets (average of 100 drops of a free-

falling corner cube), usually 12 to 48 in 1 or 2 d, providing the

epoch ‘gravity value’.

The instrumental accuracy of the FG5 is about 1–2 μGal as re-

ported by the manufacturer (Niebauer et al. 1995). Even though the

FG5 is an absolute instrument, occasional offsets due to miscalibra-

tion of the clock, to the barometer, etc. have been observed. Thus,

the two FG5s involved in this study have been regularly compared

in different sites and the differences accounted for (Van Camp et al.
2003). As a result of these comparisons, only one series of measure-

ments done with the FG5#206 (EOST) needed to be adjusted: an

offset of 4.35 μGal for the 2002 February campaign.

The final gravity value is obtained after applying corrections for

Earth tides, ocean loading and polar-motion effects using the pro-

prietary g-software developed by Micro-g (Micro-g Solutions Inc.

2004). Unlike positioning techniques, gravity is affected by the sur-

face masses in two ways. First, gravity changes due to the attraction

of the excess mass. Second, gravity changes as a result of the sur-

face deformation. In this study, no correction for the atmospheric

effect was applied. This allows us to directly compare the surface

deformations with the gravity changes.

3 R E S U LT S

Fig. 2 shows the different time-series for the three different tech-

niques from 1997.6 to 2003.7. The GPS time-series are corrected

for a slope estimated over the whole time-series. Since our solu-

tions are expressed in the ITRF2000, our vertical velocities are rel-

ative to the ITRF2000 origin. The ITRF2000 origin is defined by

imposing a condition of no translation and no translation rate rela-

tively to the weighted average of five SLR solutions included in the

ITRF2000 calculation (Altamimi et al. 2002). As a consequence,

the ITRF2000 origin corresponds to a position and rate of position

change of the centre of mass of the whole Earth (solid earth, ocean,
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Figure 2. SLR, GPS, and AG time-series at the OCA Grasse observatory (France). The SLR (dashed line) and GPS (solid line) represent the vertical positioning

component given in millimetres relatively to ITRF2000 coordinates. The AG values (diamonds) are given in μGal relatively to the mean g value of the 14

campaigns. The AG and SLR error bars represent 1 standard deviation.

atmosphere) averaged over the period included in the five SLR so-

lutions in the ITRF2000 (i.e. ∼20 yr of measurements). We note

that the vertical SLR position residual with respect to ITRF2000

over the whole period is −4.6 mm. This bias corresponds to the

station range bias. Using a collocation experiment between three

independent SLR stations performed at the Grasse observatory in

2001, this bias has been attributed to a range bias of 5 mm on

LAGEOS observations (Nicolas et al. 2002). This correction has

been applied to obtain the results in Fig. 2. Discrepancies relative to

the ITRF2000 values are found to be very small and within the ve-

locity uncertainty: the difference in velocity is −0.3 ± 0.8 mm yr−1

for our SLR solution and 0.4 ± 0.2 mm yr−1 for the GPS. The g vari-

ation values are given relatively to the mean value of g on the entire

period considered in this study. This g mean value is 980215549.2 ±
12.6 μGal.

Both SLR and GPS time-series of the vertical component show

significant seasonal variations. The signal has a mean peak to peak

amplitude of 25 mm for SLR and 20 mm for GPS, and varies slightly

in amplitude from year to year.

To better quantify the periodic signals included in our time-series,

we used Period98 (Sperl 1998), an algorithm that searches for sinu-

soidal patterns within a time-series containing gaps. This package

uses Fourier analysis and performs simultaneously multiple-least-

squares algorithms. The results of this analysis indicate that the an-

nual term dominates the signal for both time-series. Its magnitude

is 5.5 mm for the GPS time-series and 6.1 mm for SLR which corre-

sponds to an 11 to 12 mm peak to peak signal. This is in agreement

with the 1–2 cm vertical displacements occurring in the Northern

Hemisphere due to atmospheric pressure loading (van Dam & Wahr

1987). The maximum of the annual signal is observed in July for

both GPS and SLR.

Similar amplitude annual signals in the geodetic height compo-

nent and g variations are observed at other sites, for example, the

Po plain (Zerbini et al. 2001); (Richter et al. 2004), in the lower and

upper Rhine Graben (Francis et al. 2004); (Amalvict et al. 2004), in

west Canada (Lambert et al. 2002). Global analyses of the annual

signal have been provided by Mangiarotti et al. (2001) and Dong

et al. (2002).

A semi-annual component of the signal can also be extracted

from both SLR and GPS time-series with amplitudes of 2.8 and

1.4 mm, respectively, which correspond to 5.6 and 2.8 mm peak to

peak signals.

Similar periodic signals exist in the horizontal components but

their magnitudes are smaller (∼2 mm) and not well resolved given

the accuracy of our data. Moreover, the AG measurements cannot

provide a determination of these horizontal movements. Hence, we

focus only on the vertical deformations.

No clear annual signal is observed in the AG time-series. Fit-

ting an annual term to the AG time-series provides an amplitude of

1.4 μGal. The Period98 algorithm also indicates a second principal

term with a period of 204 d and a magnitude of 2.6 μGal. However,

the AG measurements were performed episodically and are limited

to short time intervals. Because of this irregular and sparse time

sampling, we do not put much confidence in these results.

4 D I S C U S S I O N

4.1 Impact of the Newtonian effect on gravity

measurements

The AG signal is not simple and its comparison with the height vari-

ations measured by SLR and GPS is not direct. If we take for the

gravity gradient a value of −0.2 μGal mm−1, which is the so-called

Bouguer corrected free air gradient (see e.g. Ekman & Mäkinen

1996), to convert gravity variations into vertical surface displace-

ments, the possible annual AG signal amplitude is equivalent to

6.9 mm which is of the same order of magnitude as the GPS and

SLR signals. If gravity is monitored with a better temporal resolution

in the future, a possible significant discrepancy with the positioning

time-series may appear as gravity contribution of the water level

changes under the observatory must be expected.
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Grasse vertical positioning and absolute gravity 1131

The loading phenomena modify the surface gravity through di-

rect and indirect effects. The first one is the direct gravitational

attraction by the atmospheric or water masses and is also called the

Newtonian effect. Gravity measurements are indeed affected for in-

stance by vertical air mass exchanges, which cannot be observed by

ground pressure measurements alone. The vertical variations in the

atmospheric density change the attraction force of the air masses

on the gravimeter. These direct effects of mass displacements (i.e.

atmospheric masses, snow . . .) are not measurable at LAGEOS and

GPS satellite altitudes (about 6000 and 20 200 km, respectively) in

terms of orbitography. The second effect, called the indirect or elas-

tic effect, is linked to the global deformation of the Earth’s crust

due to the planet’s elasticity (see e.g. Hinderer et al. 1991). It is the

elastogravitational effect, which can be modelled with the Green’s

functions (Farrell 1972). This elastic contribution induces a defor-

mation of the Earth (in particular radially) and the mass redistri-

bution also changes the Earth’s gravity field. Therefore, the gravity

effect induced by global pressure variations is the sum of these three

effects (a Newtonian attraction, the surface deformation induced by

loading, and gravity field variations) (Boy et al. 2002) whereas the

SLR and GPS techniques are only sensitive to the atmospheric pres-

sure induced ground deformations. Thus, the AG signal cannot be

directly compared to the positioning time-series.

Generally, AG measurements are converted into vertical displace-

ments with a constant gradient. The ratio initially used at the OCA

was −0.2 μGal mm−1. However, a simple transfer function between

gravity and height variation cannot be applied since it is only a mean

model, which does not take the frequency dependence of the admit-

tance into account. Thus, converting gravity into vertical displace-

ment in case of loading effects can be misleading and we preferred

not to apply any conversion of AG into vertical displacements in

this study. We computed the full loading effects both in vertical

displacement and gravity using the appropriate Green’s functions.

Another possible explanation for this discrepancy is the contribu-

tion to gravity measurements of local ground water mass variations

stored in the karsts. The observed AG variations (up to 8.8 μGal

min-max) would be explained for instance by a 5 m water level vari-

ation in a 1 km radius cylindrical ground water table located at 800 m

depth, with 10 per cent porosity of the karst. The local character of

this load would lead to negligible changes in deformation (Llubes

et al. 2004). This solution is realistic but there is not enough infor-

mation on the ground water table (depth, size . . .) located under the

observatory to conclude since underground structures with perme-

able and impermeable layers are not well known in this area (Gilli,

private communication, 2004).

4.2 Impact of time-series processing strategy

Different processing software and data analysis strategies may pro-

duce different results. In order to assess the potential effect of our

chosen analysis strategy on the annual signal estimate, we have made

several comparisons. First, we compare our GPS time-series with

a recent global analysis made by Nocquet et al. (2006) using the

GAMIT/GLOBK software rel. 10.2 (King & Bock 2005). The strat-

egy uses a three-step approach described in Feigl et al. (1993) and

Dong et al. (1998). IGS final orbits are used in a relaxed mode (satel-

lite state vectors are estimated), and elevation-dependent antenna

phase-centre models are applied following the tables recommended

by the IGS to produce a daily loosely constrained solution. Tropo-

spheric zenith delays and horizontal gradients are estimated using

the Niell mapping function every 2 hr. Solid earth and polar tide cor-

rections following the IERS Conventions 2003 (McCarthy & Petit

2004), and ocean loading corrections using the CSR4.0 ocean tide

model (Eanes & Schuler 1999) are taken into account. Reference

frame constraints are applied at the third step using generalized

constraints (Dong et al. 1998) while estimating a six-parameter

transformation (three translations, three rotations, no scale factor

applied).

While differences are noted in the weekly coordinates computed

with the two processing strategies (rms = 8 mm), the magnitude of

the annual signal is consistent with our solution (6.0 mm). The phase

is however shifted by 2 months with a minimum observed usually

during the autumn. We conclude that the magnitude of the annual

periodic signal observed in Grasse is not sensitive to the strategy or

software used. However, a possible shift in the phase of 2–3 months

should be considered when comparing the observations to surface

displacements predicted using the surface mass models.

We also studied the influence of the SLR time-series computation

strategy. For this, we compared our time-series with the ones pro-

vided by independent analyses performed at the OCA (Coulot 2005)

and by the ASI (Agenzia Spaziale Italiana) SLR centre available on

the ILRS website (http://ilrs.gsfc.nasa.gov/). The first time-series

was computed from the same reference orbits but each 10 d (in-

stead of 30 d) with a correction of the residual orbit errors with

an independent software. At Grasse, the impact of the residual or-

bit error on the vertical positioning is only 1.3 mm (the average of

all the arcs obtained during the period considered). The correlation

between these two solutions is 0.78 with a regression coefficient

(slope) of 0.86 ± 0.09 when expressing one solution with respect

to the other. The annual term amplitude difference between these

two time-series is 0.1 mm and displays a phase shift of 20 d. For

the semi-annual term, the amplitude difference is lower than 1 mm

and also with a phase shift of 20 d. This phase shift is not surprising

when we remind that one of the two solutions has a time sampling of

30 d. The ASI time-series is expressed in the ITRF2000 reference

frame using the CatRef software as was done for the GPS solu-

tions. For this time-series, the 3-D coordinates are computed each

7 d simultaneously with daily EOP (Earth Orientation Parameters)

solutions. The annual term of the vertical component of this time-

series shows a difference of less than 1 mm in amplitude and a phase

difference of about 2 months relative to the SLR time-series used in

this study. These discrepancies most likely arise due to the simulta-

neous computation of 3-D station coordinates and EOP, with a time

sampling which does not allow a good decorrelation between all the

adjusted parameters. Nevertheless, even if there are differences be-

tween the different time-series, the robustness of the annual signal is

confirmed by the agreement from various time-series investigated.

Both our SLR and GPS time-series refer to the origin of the

ITRF2000. The ITRF2000 origin is determined through a weighted

average of the SLR solutions included in the ITRF2000 calcula-

tion. It, therefore, realizes a centre of mass (solid earth + its fluid

envelopes) averaged over the time period spanned by SLR data in-

cluded in the ITRF2000 (1980–2000). As a consequence, any short-

term motion of the geocentre relative to the ITRF2000 origin would

theoretically leak into our height estimate as explained by Tregoning

& van Dam (2005). However, large uncertainties exist both on mod-

els/estimates of geocentre motion (see for instance Chen et al. 1999,

for a comparison of model and geodetic estimates). We can simply

test whether the impact of geocentre motion on our time-series is

significant by looking at a common mode translation for sites lo-

cated over Europe. For SLR data, a similar seasonal signal is found at

Graz (Austria), but not in Wettzell (Germany). For GPS data, height

time-series become decorrelated as the distance between the sites
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1132 J. Nicolas et al.

increases, suggesting again that most of the signal has a regional

origin rather than a global one.

4.3 Local or regional effects?

The annual period observed independently in both GPS and SLR

time-series suggests that it results from a true geophysical process

rather than from a geodetic processing related origin. In the fol-

lowing, we therefore test the contribution of different possible geo-

physical processes to the annual periodic signal. We first start by

investigating possible local effects. The Grasse observatory is lo-

cated on a ∼1270 m karstic plateau that might respond elastically

to water storage changes. In order to quantify possible local defor-

mation contributions to our time-series, we use the local permanent

GPS sites available around the Grasse observatory (REGAL, Calais

et al. 2000). If local deformation of the karstic plateau is the major

contribution to the observed signal, then local (20–100 km) 3-D

GPS baselines including GRAS should clearly detect it. Moreover,

assuming that none of the surrounding sites are affected by similar

effects, the signal should be consistent for all the baselines and the

pattern of the GRAS signal should be enhanced by simply stacking

the baseline time-series. Alternatively, if the signal in GRAS is rep-

resentative of a more regional displacement, then the short baselines

(<150 km) should show a random signal which would reflect the

noise of the measurements.

We use four GPS sites (MICH, MARS, SOPH, GENO) located

in different tectonic areas with distances ranging between 20 and

100 km from GRAS (Fig. 3a). We fix the coordinates of the four

sites and look at the height time-series of GRAS relative to those sites

and stack them. The stacked time-series clearly shows a consistently

common signal for the four baselines, a 4 mm annual signal with

a maximum in April when the water storage in the karstic plateau

is expected to reach a maximum (Fig. 3b). However, 4 mm in the

stacking of the four time-series corresponds to an averaged annual

signal of only 1 mm of magnitude on any individual baseline with a

maximum occurring 3 to 5 months before the maximum observed

in the global SLR and GPS time-series. We conclude that local

effects contribute only marginally (15 per cent) to the observed

annual signal. As a consequence, the main part of the observed

signal originates from a regional to continent scale loading effect

that can be investigated through comparisons to loading models.

4.4 Comparison with the loading models

Changes of mass distribution in the atmosphere, in the ocean cir-

culation and tides, and in the continental water mass (snow, ice,

soil moisture, rainfall, ground water level) induce surface deforma-

tion. The cumulated vertical Earth surface deformation due to these

loading effects can reach a few centimetres.

In general, the largest effect in magnitude is the atmospheric

loading, which induces Earth deformations due to variations in the

horizontal and vertical distributions of atmospheric mass (van Dam

& Wahr 1998). Atmospheric loading mainly induces vertical sur-

face displacements and changes in gravity at the displaced surface

through a pressure loading at the surface and through attraction of

the atmospheric mass. Atmospheric pressure loading can cause peak

to peak displacements of the Earth’s surface as large as 10 to 25 mm

(Rabbel & Zschau 1985), (van Dam et al. 1994), (van Dam &

Herring 1994). Bock et al. (2005) illustrate the atmospheric loading

effect on SLR station positioning. The main periods of the atmo-

spheric loading effect are seasonal. The largest pressure variations,

Figure 3. (a) The Grasse GPS/SLR/AG station and the other surrounding

REGAL stations (Western Alps, Calais et al. 2000). (b) Stacking of the

vertical component of the 4 baselines including Grasse and the surrounding

4 sites from the REGAL solution. The solid line shows the annual signal

with magnitude of 4 mm, corresponding to 1 mm at Grasse only.

however, are linked to storms, but do not contribute appreciably to

the seasonal signal because of their short lifetime which is usually

less than 10 d (van Dam & Wahr 1987) and tend to average to zero

in a daily time-series. On the other hand, these storms can disturb

specific AG measurements significantly (several μGal) because the

AG measurements are discontinuous in time.

We compared the observed vertical positioning and AG time-

series with the predicted deformations and gravity changes derived

from global atmospheric, ocean, and hydrological loading models.

The time-series due to atmospheric loading were computed from the

ECMWF (European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecast)

pressure field each 6 hr from 1992 to 2003 using the technique

described in van Dam et al. (2002). The 3-D site coordinates are
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Grasse vertical positioning and absolute gravity 1133

computed relatively to the global earth centre of mass. From this

model, the annual signal for GRAS has a magnitude of 1–2.5 mm.

The tidal ocean loading time-series was computed from the

FES99 model (Lefèvre et al. 2002) by temporal addition of the ef-

fects of the eight main waves (M2, S2, K1, O1, N2, P1, K2, Q1) each

hour from 1998 to 2004 (Llubes, private communication, 2004).

However, at Grasse the tidal ocean loading effect is negligible since

it is located on the French coast on the Mediterranean Sea. The non-

tidal oceanic contribution is based on bottom pressure outputs from

the ECCO (Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean)

general circulation model (http://www.ecco-group.org/). According

to Llubes (private communication, 2004) and to Dong et al. (2002),

the cumulative effect of tidal and non-tidal ocean loading is at the

level of 1 mm for Grasse for the annual and semi-annual signals on

the vertical component and does not significantly contribute to the

observed signal.

Finally, we used displacement and gravity (Newtonian and indi-

rect elastic effect) time-series using the hydrological models pro-

posed by Milly & Shmakin (2002) and by Rodell et al. (2004).

As before, these computations are performed in a reference frame

linked to the global earth centre of mass. The first hydrological

model has a spatial resolution of 1◦ and a temporal sampling of
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Figure 4. Hydrological loading models considered in this study: Milly & Shmakin (2002) (solid line) and Rodell et al. (2004) (dashed line) for vertical

displacement (in millimetres) and gravity variations (in μGals).
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Figure 5. Comparison of the vertical displacement time-series between the observations of SLR (dashed line) and of GPS (solid line) and the addition of

atmospheric (ECMWF), oceanic (FES99), and hydrological (Milly & Shmakin 2002; Rodell et al. 2004) loading models (dotted line).

1 month from 1980 to 2003. The second also has a 1◦ spatial res-

olution, but presents the advantage of a 3 hr temporal resolution.

Unfortunately, this latter time-series is only available for 2002 and

2003. For the two years (2002 and 2003) where the two models

prediction can be compared, the seasonal component shows good

agreement in phase between the two models (Boy & Hinderer 2006).

The magnitude however differs by 10–20 per cent. The amplitude of

the seasonal hydrological loading is estimated at 2–3 mm in vertical

displacement and about 3 μGal in gravity variations for the annual

period (Fig. 4).

Figs 5 and 6 show the comparison between the observed time-

series and the time-series computed from the different loading mod-

els introduced above. The overall agreement between the obser-

vations and the predicted vertical deformations is quite good, in

particular for the SLR and GPS solutions. Figs 7(a) and (b) show

the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the SLR and GPS vertical

positioning time-series. The signal analysis indicates that the cumu-

lative effect of the different contributions (ECMWF, FES99, Milly

& Shmakin 2002) explains the bulk of the signal. The correlation

coefficient between SLR and the surface displacements predicted

from the cumulative mass model is 0.49, with a regression coeffi-

cient (slope) of 1.24 ± 0.30. The correlation coefficient between
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Figure 6. Comparison of the AG measurements (diamonds) with the cumulative effect of atmospheric (ECMWF), oceanic (FES99), and hydrological (Milly

& Shmakin 2002) loading models (solid line). The AG error bars represent 1 standard deviation.
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Figure 7. Magnitude (in millimetres) versus period (in years) from the DFT

analysis of the vertical positioning time-series for (a) SLR and (b) GPS.

GPS and the models is 0.46 and the regression coefficient (slope) is

0.72 ± 0.09. To estimate the part of the signal explained by the cu-

mulative effect of the loading models, we computed the DFT of the

difference between the observation time-series (SLR and GPS) and

the predicted time-series. For SLR 75 per cent of the annual term and

70 per cent of the semi-annual terms are explained. For GPS, the de-

formation from the environmental mass models explains 65 per cent

of the annual term and 100 per cent of the semi-annual term. If we

consider the Rodell et al. (2004) hydrological loading model, instead

of the Milly & Shmakin (2002), the DFT analysis shows that almost

the entire annual and semi-annual terms are explained for both SLR

and GPS for the time spans that the model data are available. Con-

cerning the AG time-series, we found a correlation coefficient of

0.72 with the models and a regression coefficient of 0.41 ± 0.13 if

we remove the 5th point (beginning of 1999). This data editing is jus-

tified as there was a storm during this AG measurement campaign.

In vertical displacement, the 5–6 mm annual signal can be finally

separated into the following contributions:

(i) 1–2.5 mm from atmospheric loading,

(ii) 1 mm from tidal and non-tidal ocean loading and

(iii) 2–3 mm from hydrological loading.

The agreement between the observed and the modelled seasonal

fluctuations is fair, as well in height as in gravity time-series. Even

if the main part of the signal is explained by the cumulative effect

of atmospheric, hydrological, and ocean-loading phenomena com-

puted from global models, a residual signal remains. The effect of

long-wavelength seasonal variability in continental water storage on

vertical crustal positions, modelled by van Dam et al. (2001), can

reach up to 30 mm with a primarily annual periodicity. Thus, im-

proved models of continental water storage and the loading effects

of snow and ice are to be taken into account to explain the integrity

of the observed signal.

We showed that the main origin of the signal is at a regional scale.

Nevertheless, a part of the residual signal at higher frequencies may

still be caused by a local hydrology effect. A study performed from

1997 September to 1999 May indicated that there is no correla-

tion between the gravity variations and the rainfall (Gilli 2002). To

better understand the local hydrology, a study is currently being per-

formed to investigate water circulation through wet air transport as

well as its condensation and evaporation measurements in the un-

derground galleries and inside the rocks themselves (Walch, private

communication, 2004). Indeed, considering the high porosity (10–

15 per cent) of the karsts at Grasse, the percolation may present sea-

sonal variations linked to climatic and atmospheric seasonal varia-

tions. Then, local effects could be due to the karsts where the water

circulation could (strongly) affect the gravity value. However, the

vertical deformation due to the loading of the karstic reservoirs is

expected to be lower than 1 mm.

Another source of discrepancy could be the impact of the inverted

barometer (IB) or non-IB hypothesis in the atmospheric loading

model since the Grasse observatory is very close to the Mediter-

ranean Sea. Indeed, a site displacement linked to atmospheric load-

ing depends also on the site distance with respect to the coast. In the

non-IB case, the oceanic response is the same as for the solid earth

and all pressure effects are fully transmitted to the Earth whereas in

the IB case, the pressure variations are compensated by the variations

of sea depth, and there is no net pressure variation on the seafloor.

However, the IB and non-IB ocean models cannot take into account

the atmosphere, solid earth and ocean interactions. MacMillan &

Gipson (1994) and Boy et al. (1998) used a model of the non-global

static ocean response, which allows for a better approximation of

the atmosphere–ocean–earth interactions, by a simultaneous res-

olution of the equilibrium equations of the non-global ocean and

the elastogravitational equations of the solid earth. For van Dam

et al. (1997), the oceans respond in order to compensate air pressure

changes by sea-depth variations, and with a no-net pressure change

on the deformed seafloor due to pressure field over the oceans (like

in IB, but there are additional effects due to the redistribution of the

water masses to the continental pressure loading). Nevertheless, this
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Figure 8. Difference of vertical displacement due to the atmospheric loading computed from ECMWF data with and without the IB hypothesis (in millimetres)

at Grasse for 2001.

impact should be very small (de Viron et al. 2004). We studied the

impact of the IB hypothesis for the Mediterranean Sea in the atmo-

spheric loading effect computation. Fig. 8 illustrates the results of

this test for 2001. The difference of the predicted vertical displace-

ment is quite small (mean lower than 0.5 mm, standard deviation of

1 mm). So, we confirm that the impact of IB or non-IB hypothesis

for the atmospheric loading model is quite small at Grasse.

However, above all, we think that the main part of the residual sig-

nal is due to the fact that the global loading models used in this study

do not take into account the local characteristics of the Grasse ob-

servatory, and in particular the local topography for a better estimate

of the nearby attraction effects. Indeed, the Grasse observatory is

located about 20 km from the Mediterranean Sea in the southern ex-

tensions of the French Alps, where the topography rises from 0 m to

over 3000 m over a distance of only 200 km. Indeed, considering the

local topography could have a non-negligible impact, particularly

for the atmospheric and hydrological loading effects. For instance, it

highly reduces the rms of the vertical deformation and of the gravity

variations computed for atmospheric loading.

5 C O N C L U S I O N A N D P RO S P E C T S

By comparing different space and ground-based collocated geode-

tic techniques, we have been able to extract a reliable geodynam-

ical signal at the OCA geodetic fundamental station. This kind of

comparison is of the utmost importance for improving the vertical

reference frame. Moreover, the AG being absolute is not network

dependent and provides an independent way of measuring the long-

term stability at the OCA observatory (Van Camp et al. 2005).

Since the signal amplitude is at the subcentimetre level in position

and at the few μGals level in gravity, the signal is still close to the

intrinsic accuracy of SLR, GPS, and AG individual technique. How-

ever, SLR and GPS time-series show a consistent annual signal with

an amplitude at the centimetre level peak to peak, estimated over a

period of 6 yr. This good agreement between the two independent

techniques suggests a true physical annual vertical displacement of

magnitude of 5 to 6 mm. Analysis of local baselines suggest that

possible local effects are of the order of 1 mm and cannot exceed

2 mm. Both Dong et al. (2002) and the model used in this study

(from the ECMWF data) agree that atmospheric loading could not

exceed 1–2.5 mm south of the Western Alps. Tidal and non-tidal

ocean loading similarly cannot produce an annual signal higher than

1 mm at Grasse. We conclude that the main contribution to the ob-

served signal is caused by hydrological loading at the regional or

continental scale. Indeed global hydrological models do suggest a

2–3 mm possible magnitude (Dong et al. 2002); (Milly & Shmakin

2002); (Rodell et al. 2004). The cumulative effects of the atmo-

spheric, ocean and especially the hydrological loading effects at the

European continental scale could explain more that 70 per cent of

the annual and semi-annual observed signals.

Concerning the AG time-series, due to the lack of data, not much

confidence can be put in the search for periodic signals. Another

problem is the unknown local effects from the water masses in the

karsts. The installation of a superconducting gravimeter (SG) would

provide a precise and continuous monitoring of gravity variations,

while semi-annual AG measurements would control the SG instru-

mental drift. Another possibility is a permanently available AG mea-

suring once a week or fortnightly. Because of its absoluteness, the

AG technique is also very valuable to constrain long-term tectonic

deformation. These repeated AG or continuous SG measurements

would monitor accurately the local signal linked to the karsts, pro-

viding valuable information on ground water variations and on the

annual height variations throughout the year.

As the OCA is located on a plateau, it could also be essential to

take into account the atmosphere located under the plateau, espe-

cially for AG measurements. In the global models, and particularly

for the atmospheric loading, the proximity of the sea (south) and

of the Alps (north) should be taken into account. We plan to apply

hydrological and atmospheric loading models taking into account

the local topography particularities of the OCA observatory to bet-

ter understand the possible contribution to the signal we observe. In

particular, we will focus on continental water storage effects on ver-

tical crustal motions, which can reach up to 30 mm (van Dam et al.
2001), and on the impact of the local topography on the predicted

deformations and gravity variations.
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